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TCS granted patent for unifying Corporate
Actions processing across large global banks
By Devesh Gupta, Product Head, Corporate Actions, TCS Financial Solutions
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On July 30, 2019, TCS was granted a patent for
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The result, available in the marketplace as TCS BaNCS
for Corporate Actions, delivers a single solution that:

l Acquires corporate actions announcements from
diverse sources including data vendors, custodians,
stock exchanges, issuer prospectus, and elsewhere.

Database

l Captures, cleanses, matches and scrubs data

Determination Module

received from all sources.

l Analyzes keywords and terminology in the CA data
to automate the creation of metadata.

End-to-End Processing
Module

l Creates a Golden Record consisting of the most
accurate information available on an event at any
given point in time, incorporating subsequent
changes throughout the timeline of the event.

l Determines whether any given CA announcement
is relevant to an investment bank, a custodian, or
both, using a set of customizable business rules
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tailored to the business profile of the financial
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institution.

l Maintains direct connectivity to downstream systems

Illustration of corporate

for investment banks and custodians to support

action event processing from

end-to-end processing.

patent application.

These capabilities are helping leading global financial
institutions to deliver higher operational efficiency with
improved accuracy, creating value for their clients with
value-added services based on timely CA information.
The patent award, as a testament to our dedication
to innovation, represents an important milestone for
TCS BaNCS, and we are pleased to recognize the hard
work and vision of the entire CA team. We also wish to
express our appreciation to our valued clients for their
insights and participation in our development roadmap.
This is a moment to celebrate for the entire TCS BaNCS
community. Thank you for your trust and support.
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